
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When a WWII piano emerges from the 

mist one winter’s night, who could 

imagine what mysteries it would unlock? 
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ABOUT THE BOOK 

From the damp cobbles of old Brussels to 
a Black Forest refuge…from Prague’s 

ghostly lanes to a hut high in the 
Pyrenees… 

 
Join three struggling musicians as they 

head off across Europe to recover a 

mysterious World War II piano, a 

dangerous quest that illuminates not only 
the fate of the piano’s elusive owner, but 

also lost secrets of their art that stretch 

back to the time of Pythagoras. THE 

UNIVERSE IN ¾ TIME is a novel of 

intrigue, ancient wisdom, and a great love 

forged by war and music. LFrancombe@gmail.com 
www.leonafrancombe.com 
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Author, pianist and composer Leona Francombe has pursued music and writing all her life. Guided by 
these twin muses - who have more in common than one might think - she can be found most days 
coaxing narrative from music and melody from words.  
 
Leona was born in England of Czech and English parents and grew up in the United States, where she 
graduated Magna Cum Laude from Bryn Mawr College and received a Master’s degree from Yale 
School of Music. In 1987, she was invited to Belgium by the European Cultural Foundation to create 
and perform with an international chamber ensemble: Concorde East/West. She also received grants 
from UNESCO and the Franz Josef Foundation of Liechtenstein for this project. She has lived in 
Brussels with her family ever since.  
 
Many of Leona’s essays and fiction are inspired by outdoor experiences, or by European themes and 
moods. Leona’s writing has appeared in Writers’ Forum, Symphony Magazine, The Bulletin, 
Humanities Magazine, UNESCO’s Reflections, Explore Magazine and Banff Letters, among others. In 
2010, Leona was asked to write and record a European essay series – Letters from Brussels - for “Here 
on Earth” on Wisconsin Public Radio. Her first novel, Madame Ernestine und die Entdeckung der 
Liebe, was published by Random House Germany in 2013. Her debut in English, The Sage of Waterloo, 
was published by W.W. Norton in the U.S. and U.K. in 2015. 
 
As a pianist, Leona has given solo recitals in the United States, Czech Republic, Liechtenstein, 
Belgium, England, Germany and France, and performed in collaboration with: The Prague String 
Quartet, Prague Chamber Orchestra, Fine Arts Quartet, Marienbad Symphony Orchestra, Lewes 
Concert Orchestra, South Bohemian Chamber Philharmonic, among others. She gave her debut with 
the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra at the age of sixteen. 
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orty millennia ago, in a cave in what is now southern Germany, some nomads were having vulture for dinner 
when one of them discovered Music. 

It was cold. Spirits flagged. Snowflakes spiraled in through the entrance to the cave and hissed on the fire, 
creating a sad, limping duet with the wind. Beauty had not yet made herself known to the human soul. But that 
evening, facing the chasm of another winter’s night, one of the nomads felt a peculiar emptiness. 

The woman was idly turning over a vulture bone when the wind caught in its hollow and sighed. Her eyes 
widened: the sound had been purer than the moan of the wind. She tilted the bone a second time: it sighed again. 
The others stared. Something inside them had quickened, like a living thing. The woman glanced up at the rocky 
ceiling, for although it was clear that the bone itself had spoken, the sound seemed to have come from somewhere 
overhead, far beyond the cave. Firelight caught on many pairs of bright, hopeful eyes. 

It would take more idle moments for the woman to blow on the bone herself; and quite a few after that for 
her to carve holes in it with a sharp stone. Who knows how long it would be before someone played a tune on 
the thing? Centuries, perhaps. In any case, millennia still had to pass before Pythagoras discovered the building 
blocks of music; and another twenty centuries or so after that before Mozart took up his quill.  

The nomads couldn’t have known what raw material they’d encountered that night (the raw material of their 
egos still being wet, after all). They’d not yet considered, as the ancient philosophers eventually would, that 
harmony might order the universe and be reflected in every human soul. Or that they, humble cave-dwellers, 
had tempted Music down from her cosmic cradle with just a hollowed-out bone. But looking up into the 
darkness as they had, they must have already possessed some instinct—some native spark—that had alerted them 
to the distant provenance of their visitor. 

Perhaps a youthful Fate was at work; or maybe a still-green god. For had those nomads not been eating vulture 
on a particularly windy evening; and had boredom not been weighing on them with its heavy winter hand… 

Well. 
Music might never have been tempted down to Earth at all. 
Flutes would never have been invented, let alone pianos. 
And certainly the singular events that follow could never have transpired. 
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How have your European roots influenced your creations? 
 

Do music and writing inspire each other as you work? How are they different/similar? 
 

What happened when you found the piano? 
 

Why is the ancient musical philosophy in the story relevant today? 
 

What drew you to Johannes Kepler and his ideas? 
 

Describe your own experiences in the book’s settings. Why are they important? 
 

How does history influence your fiction? 
 

What can music teach us about how to live our lives? 
 

What do you like about living in Belgium? 
 

What styles and composers influence your compositions? 
 

Do rabbits appear in all your novels? 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  



 

 

‘Enjoy the bold conceit of seeing a pivotal 

moment in history from the height of a 

blade of grass…the real pleasure of the 

book is how effortlessly Francombe 

weaves together fiction and fact.’ 

                                 New York Times 

 

Souverän und bildkräftig erzähltes 

Debüt…flüssig und elegant… 

‘A masterly and vividly narrated 

debut…fluid and elegant…’ 

                                    Lovely Books 

Germany 

 

‘Engaging, pleasantly written, and 

endlessly inventive: all promising 

signs and a reader's delight.’ 

                            Kirkus Reviews 

 

‘Everything in this little book is 

perfect.’  

                 Library Journal, starred 

 

‘If you read only one literary novel this 

summer in which a modern-day Belgian 

rabbit retells the history of the Battle of 

Waterloo, make it this one.’ 

                                      Boston Globe 

 

 

‘Contemplative and earthy, this 

novel is wholly original and deeply 

compelling…there really aren’t 

enough adjectives to describe all 

that I love about this book.’ 

                         Brazos Best Pick 

 


